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Abstracts
A poly-metal dual gate DRAIVI for ASM (grylicarion

$pecific Memory) with dual nitrogen concentrated oxynitrides
was developed for the first. time. This technology uses selective
nitrogen implantation jubt after gate oxidation. The nitrogen
concentration of PMOS in gate dielectric combined with
nitrogen implantation and NO annealing is high enough to
suppress boron penetration. The nitrogen concentration of Cell-
Tr and NMOS is low enough to keep Vth without increasing
channel dose by using only NO annealing. This method
improves oxynitride reliabiliry due to Sir = N formation instead
of SiOrN, bonds.

Introduction
Recently, DRAtvI market needs ASM such as mobile FCRAIVI

instead of conventional DRAlvl. Poly-metal dual gate is
expected to be applied in next-generation ASM to achieve high-
speed, low voltage and low power operation, but poly-metal
dual-gate FCRAN{ suffer from a severe thermal budget.
Therefore, PMOS gate oxides require . a high nitrogen
concentration to suppress boron penetration. A high nitrogen
concentration, however, shifts Vfb, and decreases Vth of both
NMOS and Cell-Tr, leading to an off current increase and a
resultant retention time failure. Thence it is impossible to
optimize nitrogen concenffation of Cell-Tr aud PMOS at the
same nitrogen concentration (Fig. l).
There are reports about nitrogen implantation for suppressing

boron penetration U,21. However, nitrogen implantation into
gate electrodes causes gate poly-Si depletion because B-N
bonds are generated and, nitrogen implantation into the silicon
'substrate before gate oxidation causes a degradation of gate
oxide reliability. In addition, these papers do not mention the
issue of Vth-decrease in NMOS and Cell-Tr.

We developed a method of selective nitrogen implantation
that is performed just after gate oxidation. In our method,
nitrogen is implanted into only the PMOS region, and niEogen
concentration of PMOS and Cell-Tr can be controlled
independently.

Fabrication process
Figure 2 shows process flow for dual nitrogen-concentrated

gate oxynitrides. After STI formation, gate oxides were grown
in a furnace, and this was followed by resist patterning at only
the NMOS region. Then nitrogen was implanted into only
PMOS region through gate oxides at a dose ranging from 5E14
to lE15 cm-', NO annealing was then carried out in a

temperature range of 800"C to 900"C. Table I shows split
conditions. Next, poly-metal gate, consisting of poly-Si, WNx
.and W, was deposited. A sidewall and sourcedrain were then
formed after the LDD. After that, activation annealing was
performed at lQ00"C for 5s. Finally, sintering was carried out at
Ny'Hu ambient.

Results and Discussion
I. Gate dielectrtc properties

the Si/SiOz interface. Figure 4 shows Nls core level spectra
obtained by )(PS. All samples have peaks at about 398 eV.
These peaks correspond at the Sir = N bond. A SiO*Nybond at
about 399 eV was not observed. These results show that the
nitrogen-implanted samples have the sarne properties as confrol
sample.

In order to evaluate boron penenation, boron depth profiles
werb measued with backside SIMS, as shown in Fig. 5. These
results show that boroo penetration is suppressed in nitrogen-
implanted samples, comparing with the control sample.
Ninogen implantation of 1El5 curt suppresses boron
penetration cornpletely
2. Electrical clnracteristic s

Figure 6 shows the Vth-Ioo characteristics for Cell-Tr. Vth of
850'C -NO sample is 140mV higher than that of 900'C -NO
sample. This result leads to improved off-current.

To evaluate boron peneEation, PMOS Vth variations were
measured under different oxynitridation conditions. Vth
variations of nitrogen-implanted samples are smaller than that
of conuol sample. Nitroten implantations of lEl5 crn2 have
minimal V.th variation (Fig.7). This result suggests that nitrogen
implanted samples suppress, boron penetration. Nitrogen
implantations of 1E15 crn' suppress boron penetration
cornpletely.

Figure 8 shows Vth dependence on nitrogen concentration.
Hatched areas indicate appropriate nitrogen concenfiation for
Cell-Tr and PMOS, reipectivety. The Cell-Tr needs NO
annealing below 850'C for reducing off-current. The PMOS
needs NO,annealing above 800'C with nirogen dose larger than
5E14 crn' for suppressing boron penetration. The conditions
with a ninogen dose of lEl5 cn' and NO annealing of 800"C
satisfied both off-current and boron penetration requirements,
simultaneously.

Figure 9 shows TDDB characteristics under different
oxynitridation conditions. In th" p* gate, nitrogen-irnplanted
samples improved the TDDB lifetime. In the previous study [2],
nitrogen implantations were performed before gate oxidation.
This method degrades oxide reliability. We speculate that this
degradation was caused by formed SiOrNybonds. In this work,
niEogen implantations were performed after gate oxidation.
This method improves oxide reliability due to Sir = N bonds and
no SiO'Nr bonds (Frg. a).

Conclusions
We have newly developed DRAIVI technology for ASM with

gate oxides having different nitrogen concenEations between
Cell-Tr and PMOS in a poly-metal dual-gate FCRAIvI. r$/e

found the optimum conditions to be N* tgts cm't + 800'C-NO.
Under this condition, PMOS Vth variations were successfully
decreased to suppress boron penetration and the large increases
of Vth in NMOS and Cell-Tr resulting from low nitrogen
concentrations. We have realized a poly-metal dual-gate
FCRAII that has high-performance PMOS, NMOS, and Cell-Tr

First, we investigate the gate dielectric characteristics. without degrading oxide reliability.
Figure 3 shows nitrogen depth profiles measured with SIMS. Referenoes
The nitrogen-implanted samples have the same peak position as [1] T.Kuroi et.al, VLSI symp. Tech. Dig., p.107, 1994

the control sample. The nitrogen atoms of all samples pile up at [2] Y.Y.Chen et.al., IEDM Tech. Dig., p.639,1997
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Table. 1 Split conditions
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NO

anncal

r1

f (C.ontrol) 3.5 nm
2 35nm
3 35nm
4 35nm
5 3.5nm
6 3.5 nm

emt
rsot

5E14cm'2 ssot
1E15 cm'2 sso t
5E14cn'2 snt
LEl5cm'r soot

low <..€high
Nltrogcn Concentratbn

It is impossible to optimizc [N] of PMOS
Cell-Tr at the same concentration. Hatched
areas indicate appropriate region.

Selective Nitroeen
Implantation Tedrnology

Fig. 2 Process flow for dual
corrcentration oxynitrides.
Nitrogen was implanted
just after gate oxidation.
The N concentration of PMOS
is higher than that of NMOS
and Cell-Tr.

Fig. I Concept for dual nitrogen concentration gate oxynitrides
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Fig. 7 PMOS Vth variation under
different oxynitridation conditions.
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Fig. 4 Nls core level spectra in
gate oxynitrides obtained by XPS.
Sir=N bonds are only observed.
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Fig. 5 Boron depth profiles with p' polymetal
gate samples obtained by SIMS. Boron atoms
penetrate gate oxides irrto the Si substrate.
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Fig. 3 Nitrogen depth profiles in gate

oxynitrides obtained by SMS.Nitrogen
atoms pile up at Si/SiO2 interface.
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Fig. 8 PMOS and Cell-Tr Vth dependence on
nitrogen concentration. Hatched areas indicate
appropriate region.
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Fig. 9 TDDB lifetime under different
oxynitradation conditions with
poly-metal p+ gate.
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